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Rand note: risk-on has seen the rand strengthen as some key global indicators
improve, but the currency has a weak underpin unusual for this time of year on political
risk of EFF ANC coalition
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•

The rand usually sees some strengthening in the run up to the end of the year, and indeed
has reached R14.93/USD today so far, after close to R15.50 last week, as recent improved
US jobs numbers indicate further recovery in the US after the impact of the delta wave.

•

Seasonally the last quarter of the year, and first quarter of the next, are often strong for
risk assets, and the robust upward momentum in global equities is also improving riskappetite further, with the rand potentially making additional gains this week.

•

However, both the medium-term budget (policy statement or MTBPS), and some further
signalling on political coalitions this week may have room to upset the domestic currency,
as the MTBPS is expected to by and large be positive on the fiscal metrics.

•

But disappointment in this regard, particularly additional heavy expenditure commitments
over the medium-term could take the shine off any good news on the fiscal metric side,
while increases in the projected rand value of borrowings would be market negative.

•

The MTBPS is set for this Thursday at 2pm but is not likely to see any tax change
announcements, instead being the second update of the year which can highlight policy
on inflation targeting, exchange controls and potential future taxation directions.

•

SARS has been making strong progress in a number of areas and the MTBPS should
give detail on this and some upwards projected revenue adjustments - SA’s revenue GDP
ratios otherwise risk dropping on the recent surveyed enlargement of the economy by
Stats SA.

•

SA’s debt and budget deficit ratios, which we expect at 69.8% for gross loan debt and a
deficit of -7.5%, both as a % of GDP, could both surprise on the lower side for this year,
with potentially the budget deficit closer to 6.5%.
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•

National Treasury will likely announce some plans of a form of more permanent financial
assistance for the unemployed as the social relief grant wears out, with the potential
permanent social transfer likely to be tied to job seeking as opposed to an outright grant.

•

The domestic currency could be in for a strengthening run this week and next if the budget
figures surprise on the positive side leading into the country reviews on 19th November,
where we expect no change, although much will depend on the ANC coalition partner/s.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

That is, with the EFF already spelling out onerous terms for the ANC to go into coalition
with it, there is a risk the ruling party caves in for short-term coalition majorities in certain
municipalities, which on a longer-term then severely weakens voter support for it further.

•

The EFF has already said it requires the confiscation of all land in SA without
compensation which would have an extremely severe, negative and very long-lasting
impact on business confidence, much worse than the impact the July riots has had.

•

Placing all private sector land under state ownership without any compensation is contrary
to ANC agreed policies and risks swinging the country into a deep left policy outlook,
causing investor confidence to plummet until the policies are reversed, if it even recovers
then.
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•

This, and other forms of extreme nationalization (versus privatisation) has been very
negative for other currencies when countries followed that path and will also spur huge
foreign investor selling of SA’s bonds, driving up borrowing costs very rapidly.

•

Indeed, the market shock would likely be worse than the impact of Nenegate under exPresident Zuma, but would also not be easily reversible as Nenegate was, although it
should be remembered that Nenegate still has negative tail effects which have not
unwound.

•

That is, the removal of Finance Minister Nene in December 2015, replaced briefly with
Minister Van Rooyen, and then Minister Gordhan, has never seen the rand fully recover,
nor investor confidence, and foreigners have been net bond and equity sellers since.

•

The ANC adoption of EFF policies would not be quickly undone, nor would the market
impact be fully undone either and it would plunge SA into the severe down case of the
scenario table above, as political uncertainty would immediately soar sky high and
investors retreat.

•

National treasury has already warned of the high cost of Nenegate, and state capture
overall, on the government’s finances, pointing to the long-term damage on borrowing
costs and in particular the negative impact on markets and investors in SA’s government
debt.

•

A worse elevation of sovereign risk is likely on ANC EFF coalitions that adopt any EFF
policies, with investors fleeing, fearing EEF extreme left-wing policy spread to the
confiscation of all private sector assets, with the severe down case then becoming the
expected case.
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